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Run time: Approximately 3 minutes 

 
Any Day Now captures vignettes of everyday San Francisco city life from different perspectives. Among 
the banal comings and goings of the general populace, a bubble follows its own agenda. The bubble is an 
absurd reflection of the fragility of the human condition. 
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Proposed Concept - 49 South Van Ness Video Wall

Inspired by the Chicano murals in the Bay area, this video artwork attempts to

expand the meaning of a mural. Traditionally, Chicano artists have used the walls of city

buildings, schools, and other public buildings to depict pre-Columbian imagery and

more charged imagery exploring ethnic identity and political activism. Chicano muralists

like Juana Alicia, Graciela Carrillo, Consuelo Mendez, and Irene Perez created a sense

of community and inspired social change with their murals.

While my video artwork doesn’t physically modify public buildings, the placement

of ice in front of my camera lens completely changes the city landscape, similar to a

mural. In many ways, it’s a digital mural. Additionally, the decision to use ice is born out

of my indigenous roots in Mexico. Ice brings to mind the many snowy landscapes

across Mexico, including where my ancestors are from in Zacatecas. The depiction of

ice or snow in Chicano murals is rare, if not non-existent. Still, places like Sombrerete,

Zacatecas and Copper Canyon, Chihuahua are landscapes full of cacti and snow during

the wintertime.

With San Francisco being home to many immigrants, I hope that the imagery of

ice will call to mind images of their hometowns. I also hope to call to mind the reality of

climate change. So often, the beauty of ice and snow that covers our landscapes, as it

once did in 1976 in San Francisco, is taken for granted. I hope my digital mural inspires

and creates a space for the viewer to reflect.

The below video link gives a sense of how this concept would translate on video.

I use timelapse in this video to compress the time and space. Also, the lens used here

is not a macro lens, so the effect of the ice melting will be more defined once a macro

lens is used. This short clip was filmed by the Golden Gate Bridge.

https://vimeo.com/804521062
Password: 49VanNess
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Process Photo No. 1

Process Photo No. 1
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Possible scenes
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Bayus SFAC commissioned work 
Update 1 
3/3 2023

Polis
Early concepts, & rough cut of completed footage

(Finished render)



Polis (“city” in greek) Is a 3 min animated short depicting 
shapes and movements observed in San Francisco. 

Buildings expand and contact, build themselves up and tear 
themselves down. Figures are depicted simply, with an 
emphasis on motions that describe the routine of daily life 
(commuting, working, taking out the garbage, etc)  

(Finished render)



Ive been taking pics of my neighborhood architecture (excelsior) as references for models 



(In project screenshots)
I spent most of the winter developing characters and 
modeling buildings based on SF neighborhoods, I started 
animating in February and am on track to have the piece 
completed by end of spring  



(Finished renders) 



(Test render)



(In project screenshots)



The muscular figures seen throughout the piece are 
based on figure drawings by the hugarian-american 
socialist activist and artist Hugo Gellert. A depiction 
of constructive and destructive labor, the figures 
can be seen throughout the piece demolishing 
walls, sawing wood, pushing and pulling people 
through the streets.

(In project screenshots)



(Early test render screenshot)



At different moments in the piece, we will be presented with these figures called 
“drolatics” these are based on medieval characters of people in positions of 
power and are considered some of the first political cartoons 



(Early test render screenshot)



(Test animation)



(In progress screenshots)

We will also be brought into interior scenes depicting domestic labor and the shapes of domestic crisis (arguments, chores, etc) 
These shots are still very early in development



So far I have 42 seconds of completed animation, I 
hope to have another minute of footage completed 
by the end of the month. Ive attached a .mp4 of the 
first 42 seconds of footage. 



Chitra Ganesh



Chitra Ganesh 
 
The sequence of movements in this animation is inspired by a breath work practice known as 
coherent breathing, which has been developed as a synthesis of meditation and concentration 
practices that have roots in many ancient cultures. The body movements performed by figures 
in these sequences harness a series of movements to a sequence of inhaling and exhaling, 
which slows down the breathing process to approximately five breaths per minute. This breath 
work paired with movement aids with aligning the sympathetic nervous system, and has proven 
very helpful for treating anxiety, depression and PTSD, and building capacity and spaciousness 
within ourselves to better endure the stresses of everyday life.  
 
This is a somatic practice that has gained relevance and meaning, especially in the context of 
the upheavals, events, and loss — environmental, political - that have been experienced on a 
global scale in the past several years. Each scene of the animation will follow one inhale and 
exhale (approximately 5.5 seconds each), incorporating a hand drawn figure and various 
backgrounds incorporating elements from my recent work. It will be animated by The 
STUDIONYC, with whom I collaborated for my previous pieces The Scorpion Gesture and Before 
the War. The content and movement in this animation builds upon previous works that I have 
done exploring cyclical time in lieu of a linear flow, building upon an existing iconography of 
experimental animation.   
 
The work also is exciting in introducing this content for the site at hand, the liminal space of a 
waiting room, located in a public municipal building, as an opportunity to offer the experience 
of coherent, and potentially synchronized breathing and a moment of tranquility during 
moments of waiting in or passing through a highly trafficked administrative space. 
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Lindsay Rothwell 
49 S Van Ness Video Wall 
Conceptual phase proposal 
 

Using the architecture of 49 South Van Ness, I am creating a site-specific video that allows 

the viewer to travel through different perspectives of the building and its place within the 

city. The video will consist of two distinct parts, with different aesthetics and software 

signaling different experiences of the space.  

 

The first half of the video is an architectural fly-through, created in SketchUp and AutoCAD 

from the building’s original drawings by Skidmore Owings & Merrill (SOM). In this initial 

encounter with the space, the viewer moves around the building, experiencing it at a 

monumental and monolithic scale, and navigating the surrounding city block. The building’s 

CAD drawings are visibly embedded in the 3D model, speaking to the nature of the 

permitting and planning work conducted within. The aesthetics of SketchUp and AutoCAD 

will be a familiar visual language to visitors applying for building permits and employees of 

the Planning Department. 

 

The fly-through gradually zooms in on the Pavilion in which the video wall is housed. The 

second part of the video begins with the viewer’s passage through the curtain wall and into 

the Pavilion’s interior. The grid and frame of the curtain wall become a portal of sorts; once 

through this portal, the work’s aesthetic changes to a hyper-realistic video rendering, 

created in an architectural visualization and gaming software called Unreal Engine.  

 

In this Wizard of Oz-like visual shift, the architecture remains recognizable, but there is a 

sense of being in another time and place. The point of view is now from within the Pavilion, 

looking back out through the curtain wall onto a fictive exterior space beyond. A viewer in 

the actual, physical Pavilion will see a depiction of the view and space – albeit imaginary – 

directly behind them, as if immersed within a panorama of the glass walls.  

 

Initially this rendered view will fill with fog and mist, obliterating the busy urban 

surroundings. As the fog clears, the city has disappeared. The viewer will look due west 

and see ocean, horizon, and sky, the view they would in fact see from this geolocation if the 

city had never been built.  

 

The images I have included here are video stills showing the two 3D models in various 

stages of progress. The SketchUp images show angles of the building and its environs; the 

Pavilion and Forum are furthest along in the modeling process. In the Unreal images, I am 



showing an initial pass of various times of day and the shadows and atmospheric colors 

that ensue. I have not yet begun the fog particle process, so you are only seeing examples 

of the changing light here. 

 

The second part of the video, fictive yet realistically rendered, deals with the interplay 

between fog and light. The changing shadows and light quality speak to the passage of 

time; a shadow is a quantitative measure of hours passing. In the words of James Baldwin 

 

One discovers the light in darkness, that is what darkness is for; but 

everything in our lives depends on how we bear the light. It is necessary, 

while in darkness, to know that there is a light somewhere, to know that in 

oneself, waiting to be found, there is a light. 

 

The clearing of the fog speaks both to a sense of place (San Francisco’s infamous marine 

layer), as well as to the uplifting sense of clarity as light breaks through clouds. 

Furthermore, these weather changes challenge the notion of inevitability. Decades ago, as 

the US and UK moved to invade Iraq, I was living in London and clipped a weather column 

from The Times, which included the following passage 

 

There is nothing inevitable about the mechanics of the weather… Quantum 

mechanics tells us that you cannot, even in principle, determine the position 

and momentum of every molecule in the atmosphere. The cogs, in other 

words, remain mysterious. The storm may not happen… Interestingly, the first 

Gulf War was code-named Desert Storm. Although the sequel seems upon 

us, peacemakers should reflect on the swirling … weather, which stands as a 

philosophical refutation of inevitability. 
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